PETITION TO THE HOUSE OF COMMONS IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED
Petitioners asking for a more comprehensive national carbon pricing policy
We the undersigned citizens of Canada respectfully request that the House of Commons give serious consideration to the following:
WHEREAS, Canada has a national price on carbon, uniting all provinces with a minimum and rising fee. This is an important step to help Canada in its transition to clean energy.
THAT, Canada has committed to increasing the fee for only five years which makes planning difficult for Canadian businesses;
THAT, A five year commitment and a price of $50 per carbon tonne are not enough to meet Canada’s goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 30 percent below 2005 levels
by 2030;
THAT, Some sectors of the economy are exempt from the full price of the carbon tax. A comprehensive fee applied at the wellhead and point of entry for import in all provinces will
most effectively reduce Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions while providing powerful incentives to invest in the clean energy economy;
THAT, Canada should be incentivizing non-carbon-taxing jurisdictions to price carbon while helping our economy establish an equal footing in the global market;
THAT, Low and middle income Canadians are already overburdened with taxes.
THEREFORE, we petitioners call upon the House of Commons to take meaningful steps so that Canada can significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions and become a world
leader in the clean energy economy. Extending the carbon fee to rise incrementally to at least $150 by 2030, ensuring comprehensive coverage and imposing border tax
adjustments on carbon pollution will help ensure a strong, diverse and competitive economy inspiring other countries to take Canada’s lead. Protecting low and middle-income
Canadians from a rising carbon price by recirculating 100% of the revenue equitably to citizens in dividend cheques will ensure transparency and citizens will understand where their
carbon taxes go.
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